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Abstract
This case consists of a business scenario of a small video rental store, Home Theater Video, which
provides background information, a description of the functional business requirements, and sample
data. The case provides sufficient information to design and develop a moderately complex database
to assist Home Theater Video in solving their management problem. Students should be able to
create an Access database, populated with data, develop a series of queries, forms, reports, a
switchboard, and execute pivot tables that satisfy the functional requirements given by the video
store. Teaching notes containing suggested implementation guidelines, suggested deliverables, and
the resulting database containing the required queries, forms, reports, switchboard, and pivot tables
are provided.
Keywords: database design, database development, MS Access, pivot tables, project case
1. CASE SUMMARY
Home Theater Video, a small video rental store,
is faced with the challenge of tracking the
rental/sales of DVDs and movie information
requested by their customers. Management has
realized that the current method of using
spreadsheets will no longer be feasible to
address their needs of maintaining data and
searching for information. Home Theater Video
has decided to enter the age of maintaining
information in a database to provide adequate
support to their customers when searching for a
movie/actor,
managing
customer
rental
transactions, and support of their back-end
processes.
2. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The owner of Home Theater Video (HTV)
recognized that prior to the design of the
database he would have to collect the functional

requirements of the video store to develop a
tracking
and
payment
system.
After
interviewing customers and employees of their
needs, he prepared a functional requirements
report. The report includes a sample of the data
required for the system and the specifications
that are needed to develop the database
system. Below is the detailed HTV Functional
Requirements Report.
Database Requirements
HTV has over 3,000 DVDs that they need to
track. Each of the DVDs is assigned a unique
number. For each movie, we need to know its
title and category (e.g. comedy, suspense,
drama, sci-fi).
Below is the list of movie
categories we use (Appendix Table 1). HTV
would like to assign each movie category a
unique code, which is included in the list.
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HTV gives each movie title a specific id and
tracks which movie is recorded on each DVD.
HTV also collects the year and rating of each
movie. Videos are only stocked in DVD format.
We always stock at least one DVD for each
movie we carry, but for many of our more
popular movies we stock multiple DVDs of the
same movie.
Each DVD contains a single
specific movie. We don’t have any movies that
require multiple DVDs. The rental fees for our
videos vary by the rental code we assign them,
please see Table 2 in the Appendix for details.
The movies are rented for a 5-day period. A late
fee of $1.00 accrues for each day a video is
returned after the due date.
HTV customers frequently ask for movies
starring specific actors. Tom Hanks and Nicole
Kidman are always popular. So they would like
to keep track of the leading actors appearing in
each movie. Not all of our movies have leading
actors, documentaries for instance. Customers
like to know each actor’s "real" birth name and
date of birth. We track only actors who appear
in the movies in our inventory and there is no
need to differentiate between actors and
actresses. By the way, the Screen Actors Guild
does not permit two actors to have the same
studio name and the studio name never contains
a middle name or initial. We would like to
search for an actor by their full stage name.
There is also no need to have separate fields for
their first, middle, and last real names. We are
currently using a spreadsheet to keep track of
our videos. We have provided a sample report,
Sample Movies, for your review in the Appendix
Figure 2.
All the data we need to track
regarding our movies and DVDs is included on
this spreadsheet.
There are several thousand customers. We only
rent videos to people who have joined our "video
club." To belong to our club, they must have
good credit. For club members, we’d like to
keep their first and last name, current phone
number, and current complete address.
Of
course, each club member has a membership
number. The customer list is currently managed
with a spreadsheet and a sample for your review
is provided in Appendix Table 3.
HTV needs to track the videos each customer
currently has checked out, as well as a complete
history of the videos each customer has rented.
They also would like to track video rental
revenue, and late fees collected, - this is to be
maintained in a separate details table.
A
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customer may check out multiple videos at any
given time. In addition, Home Theater Video
would like to track customer payments to
maintain the video rental sales.
Also, the
customers have different payment options. Each
Transaction may be paid by Credit Card, Cash,
or Check. A small sample of the necessary
transaction data is provided for your review
below (Appendix Table 4).
For each employee, HTV would like to maintain
his or her first and last name, email address,
and home phone. A sample of employees is
provided in the table below (Appendix Table 5).
It is important to HTV to not only track the
employee information but also their video sales.
Queries Requirements
As HTV’s data collection grows in size, it is
important for management and staff to extract
or filter information to answer questions. HTV
will require a variety of queries to extract
information from the database.
We have
determined that the initial set of queries is to
include the following:
Movies Before 2004. What movies released
before 2004 does Home Theater Video stock?
Display Movie Id and Title.
Membership List. A membership list that
displays the member's membership number, last
name and first name separated by a comma and
a space. Label the column headings as follows:
Membership Id and Member's Name.
Actors Using Real Name. List the actors
whose studio name is the same as their real
name. Label column: Actors Using Their Real
Name. The query is to be sorted by the actor's
name.
Actors Age. List an actor’s studio name, date of
birth and age. Sort the list by age with the
oldest appearing first on the list. Label the
columns: Actor, Date of Birth, and Age.
Fantasy DVDs. What fantasy DVDs does Home
Theater Video have? Display Movie Id, Title, and
Rating.
Movie Rental Categories. Create a listing of
Home Theater Video's movies and their
respective rental category. Display Movie Id,
Movie Title and Rental Code Description. Sort
the list by Rental Code (not description).
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Price List. List the individual DVD prices for
Home Theater Video. Display DVD Number,
Movie Title, Movie Category, Rating, and Rental
Price. Use user-friendly column headings. T he
rental price is to be formatted as currency. The
price list is to be sorted by movie title and
category. The output is not to word wrap.
Rental Fee Stats. Create a query to display the
minimum, maximum, and average rental fee for
each movie category. Be sure to format the
appropriate columns as currency and label the
columns appropriately.
Actors in War Movies. A listing to display the
actors that star in war movies. Display Actor's
Stage Name and Movie Title. Sort by Actor.
DVDs Currently Rented. (a) The query is to
display the DVDs that are currently rented by
members. Display DVD number, Membership ID,
Movie Title, Member First Name, Member Last
Name, Rental Date, and Date Due. Sort the
query by Date Due. Name this query DVDs
Currently Rented. (b) Modify the query again,
this time sort by Member’s Last Name. Save
this query as DVDs Currently Rented by
Member’s Name.
Daily Revenue. This query is to display the
daily revenue by day. Display Rental Date, Total
DVD Rental Revenue, Total Collected Late Fees,
and Total Revenue. Total Revenue is the sum of
DVD Rental Revenue and Collected Late Fees.
Collected Late Fees need to be associated with
the Returned Date. Sort the query by rental
date.
Member Revenue. This query is to list the
revenue received by member. Display Member
Last Name, Member First Name, Total DVD
Rental Revenue (Total Revenue is the sum of
DVD Rental Revenue and Collected Late Fees),
x
Total Collected Late Fees, and Total Revenue.
Payment Completed. This query is to display
all the DVDs that have been paid completely
(balance of zero).
Display DVD number,
Member Last Name, Member First Name.
Employee Sales. This query is to display total
sales by employees. Display Employee’s Name
(written as: Employee Last Name, Employee
First Name), Total DVD Sales. Sort by highest
sales generated.
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All query column headings are to be clear,
concise and accurately describe the contents of
the column to the average user.
Only
universally accepted abbreviations are to be
used. All queries, when printed out, should fit
on standard 8 ½” by 11” paper when printed in
landscape mode. The queries are to be named
as they are listed above.
Forms Requirements
HTV needs several user-friendly forms so that
our employees and administrators are able to
enter data into the database. Some forms will
be just data entry forms, these are merely
replications of the information in the databases;
other forms are needed to combine data from
multiple tables.
Our management team has
provided the following functional requirements
for Home Theater Video's input and application
forms.
Input Forms
Input forms are to allow our employees to enter,
edit, or query data in the given table. These
forms are to be columnar type forms that
display data or allow for input of one record at a
time. The forms are to be user friendly with all
the field labels consisting of user-friendly
descriptive names.
Input/Query forms are to be developed for the
following tables:
x
Actor
x
Membership (Customer Information)
x
DVD
x
Movie
x
Movie Category
x
Performance (What actors appear in
which movies?)
x
Rental Category
x
Payment Methods
Application Forms
Current Rentals. This form is to display the
DVDs that are currently rented by a given
member. The form when properly formatted is
to display the Membership ID and Member's
Name at the top of the form in columnar format.
The DVD Number, Movie Title, Rental Date, and
Due Date are to be in tabular format below the
member information. The tabular portion is to
display all of the DVDs currently rented for the
member displayed in the columnar section in the
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top portion of the form. This form is intended to
be a query only form and will not be used to
input data.
Actor Performances. Home Theater Video
wants to use this form to respond to requests by
members inquiring about the movies in which a
particular actor has appeared. The top portion
of the form is to be in columnar format and
include the actor's stage name, real name, and
date of birth. The lower portion of the form is to
include the Movie Name, Rating, Year Released,
Movie Category Description, and Rental Fee.
This portion of the form is to be in tabular
format. This form is intended to be a query only
form and will not be used to input data.
DVD Rental Data Entry. The purpose of this
form is to allow for the data entry or querying of
DVD Rental data by member. The form is to be
divided into two sections. The first section is to
display member related data: Membership ID,
Member's First Name, and Member's Last Name.
The second section is to allow for the display of
past rentals as well as the entry of new ones.
This section is to include the following fields:
Membership ID, DVD Number, Rental Date, and
Rental Fee. The bottom portion of this section is
to contain a textbox that keeps a running total
of the member's rental fees. This field should
look like a total field on a report and appear
under the rental fee column and be labeled:
Total Rental Fees.
Payment Forms. Home Theater would like to
display a screen that allows for the data entry or
querying of payment information. The form is to
include
member
and
rental
transaction
information.
Display member related data:
Membership ID, Member's First Name, and
Member's Last Name (make these so users may
not make changes to it, a query only query).
The display of transaction and payment
information should include the following fields:
Rental Date, DVD Number, Movie Title, Rental
Fee, Sales Tax, Total Amount Due, Date Due,
Payment Method, Payment Date, and Payment
Amount. The Payment Method should be a drop
down box with options. The Total Amount Due
should be a calculated field based on the rental
fee and sales tax. The sales tax rate is 8%.
Report Requirements
There are several initial reports required by the
HTV management team. The individual report
specifications appear below. All sub-totals should
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have a line above the subtotal and the grand
total should have a double line above the total.
The sub-totals and grand totals are to be
appropriately labeled with descriptive labels
appearing immediately to the left of the totals.
Membership Report. This report is based on
the Membership List Query and is to display
each member's Membership ID and Name (last
name and first name separated by a comma).
Sort the report by Membership ID.
Movie Rental Categories Report. This report
is based on the Movies Rental Categories Query.
The report is to display the Rental Code
Description, Movie Title, and Movie Id. The data
is to be grouped by Rental Code Description.
The report is to be sorted by Rental Code
Description and Movie Title.
DVDs Currently Rented Report. This report is
based on the DVDs Currently Rented Query.
The report is to display Date Due, Membership
ID, Member's Last Name, Member's First Name,
DVD number, Movie Title, and Rental Date. The
report is to be grouped by Due Date and
Membership ID. All of the member information
for a specific member is to appear on the same
line. Sort the report by Date Due, Membership
ID, and DVD Number.
Daily Revenue Report. The Daily Revenue
Query forms the basis for this report. Display
Rental Date, Total DVD Rental Revenue, Total
Collected Late Fees, and Total Revenue. Group
the report by month. All revenue columns are to
be totaled by month and for the full report. Sort
the query by rental date.
Daily Detailed Rental Category Report.
Create a report to display detailed daily revenue
by rental category and movie. Display Rental
Date, Rental Category Description, Movie Title,
and Total Rental Fees by Title. Group the report
by Rental Date and Rental Category Description.
Total the Rental Fees by Rental Category, Rental
Date, and the full report.
Switchboard Requirements
HTV management wants to create a system that
any of the employees can use, where they are
not required to know the specific tables or
queries to gather or input information. A menu
system in which employees can easily access
forms and reports will assist in the cohesiveness
and accuracy of data. Below are the minimum
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requirements
needs.

for the

switchboard that

HTV

The database is to have a menu system
designed for our everyday users. The menu is
to be user-friendly and contain selections for all
the forms and reports. Home Theater Video
company colors are red, black and gray. The
management team would like to use either the
Metro or Technic AutoFormat Style and wants to
see the HTV logo (see Figure 1) on the
switchboard, forms, and reports.
Figure 1. Home Theater Video Logo

x

x
x
x

The menu is to be executed automatically
when the database is opened and the
database window is to be displayed in the
background.
The menu is to contain an exit selection that
will exit the database application.
Two Main Menu Options - One for
employees/management and the second for
customer information.
Within the Employees/Management
Switchboard, two sections exist in this
Switchboard – Forms and Reports. These
sections should include the following:

Employees/Management Switchboard
Enter/View Information Forms. This main
link will give Home Theater Rentals access to
submit or view information in the different
tables. Links should be created with the
following labels:
x
x
x
x
x

Enter/View Actor Information – link to Actor
Input form
Enter/View Employee Information – link to
Employee Input form
Enter/View Movie Information – link to Movie
information including DVD Number
Enter/View Rental Category Information –
link to Rental Category Information
Create a link to query only forms for the
Current Rentals and Payment Forms
application forms. Name the links: Current
Rentals Form and Payment Process Form
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Reports. Create a link to all five of the reports
created earlier
Customer Information Switchboard
Customer Information. Create a link to the
customers input form. This should be an input
only form.
Membership Rentals. Create a link to the
current rentals form. This should be a query
only form.
Actor Performances. Create a link to the actor
performances form to allow customers to review
which movies their favorite leading actors have
performed in. This should be a query-only form.
Each part of the switchboard should be user
friendly. Therefore, there should be an easy way
to move in and out of menu selections. Also,
HTV would like to have exit buttons on the forms
and reports to close them properly.
Pivot Table Requirements
Home Theater Video would like to use the
information in the database to discover trends
among their rentals.
In particular, the
management team would like to know which
employees are making the most sales and which
movies in which categories are generating the
most revenue.
Based on the Home Theater Video database,
create two queries in MS Access to export to MS
Excel. The output of each query should provide
HTV with information to determine (1) each
employee’s total sales by rental category and by
day and (2) each movie rental by movie
category and by month. Next export the query
output into Excel and create the pivot tables that
display (1) each employee’s total sales by rental
category and by day and (2) each movie rental
by movie category and by month.
3. DELIVERABLE REQUIREMENTS
Deliverable One
Create the database structures (tables and
relationships) necessary to meet the functional
requirements as set forth by Home Theater
Video’s management.
Create meaningful
column names when creating your tables. The
data types and sizes should be appropriate for
the data as described in the scenario.
The
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tables are to be populated with the data
contained in the Home Theater Video functional
requirements.
Deliverable Two
Create the queries, forms, and reports as
discussed in HTV’s functional requirements. All
developed queries are to use only the tables or
other queries necessary to make the query fully
functional. You are to incorporate the Home
Video Theater logo into your forms and reports.
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Develop two additional user-friendly forms for
the employees at Home Theater Video. Insert
additional
data
using
these
forms
to
demonstrate how the employees will use these
forms to enter new data into the database.
Create the navigational menu, as set forth in the
HTV functional requirements, to navigate
between all forms and reports.
You are to create the necessary pivot tables that
meet HTV’s functional requirements to assist
management in understanding Home Theater
Video business trends.

Deliverable Three
.

Editor’s Note: Instructor notes for this case may be found at:
http://csbapp.uncw.edu/edsig
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APPENDIX

Code
ADV
ANM
BIO
COM
CRM
DOC
DRM
FAM

Category Name
Adventure
Animation
Biography
Comedy
Crime
Documentary
Drama
Family

Code
FNT
HOR
HST
MUS
MYS
POL
RLG
RMC

Rental Code
CH
CR
PP
NR
SP

Table 1. Movie Categories
Category Name
Fantasy
Horror
History
Musical
Mystery
Political
Religious
Romance

Table 2. Rental Categories
Description
Current Hit
Current Release
Popular
Normal
Special

Code
SFI
SHK
SPT
SUS
THR
WAR
WST

Category Name
Science Fiction
Shakespeare
Sports
Suspense
Thriller
War
Western

Rental Fee
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50
$2.00
$1.00

Table 3. Sample Customers
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Table 4. Sample Rentals
Movie T itle
Catch Me If You Can
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Million Dollar Baby
Master and Commander
Master and Commander
Ray
Ray
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Hotel Rwanda
Cold Mountain
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban
Million Dollar Baby
Spanglish
Spider-Man 2
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers
Master and Commander
Priates of the Caribbean
Million Dollar Baby
Priates of the Caribbean
Spider-Man 2
The Green Mile
The Lord of the Rings: Return of the King
The Terminal
Spider-Man 2

D VD
N umbe r
133
126
128
137
124
125
149
148
127
145
119
126
136
140
141
103
125
112
136
115
142
111
121
138
143

First
N a me
Lee Ann
Lee Ann
Lee
Lee
James
Stephen
Sherly
James
Phil
Paula
Lee Ann
Charles
Steven
Steven
Bruce
Bruce
Phil
Mary
Stephen
Stephen
Stephen
Steven
Steven
Charles
Lee

La st
R e nta l
N a me
D a te
Bishop
2/1/2011
Bishop
2/1/2011
Stover
2/2/2011
Stover
2/2/2011
Ball
2/3/2011
Link
2/3/2011
Guledge
2/3/2011
Ball
2/3/2011
Smith
2/4/2011
Wellard
2/4/2011
Bishop
2/5/2011
Wellard
2/5/2011
Ballenger
2/5/2011
Ballenger
2/5/2011
Lingenfelter 2/5/2011
Lingenfelter 2/5/2011
Smith
2/6/2011
Sparrow
2/6/2011
Link
2/8/2011
Link
2/8/2011
Link
2/8/2011
Ballenger
2/8/2011
Ballenger
2/8/2011
Wellard
2/8/2011
Stover
2/10/2011

D ue
D a te
2/6/2011
2/6/2011
2/7/2011
2/7/2011
2/8/2011
2/8/2011
2/8/2011
2/8/2011
2/9/2011
2/9/2011
2/10/2011
2/10/2011
2/10/2011
2/10/2011
2/10/2011
2/10/2011
2/11/2011
2/11/2011
2/13/2011
2/13/2011
2/13/2011
2/13/2011
2/13/2011
2/13/2011
2/15/2011

D a te
R e turne d
2/5/2011
2/5/2011
2/10/2011
2/10/2011
2/6/2011

2/7/2011
2/14/2011
2/6/2011
2/8/2011
2/8/2011
2/8/2011
2/10/2011
2/10/2011
2/7/2011
2/11/2011
2/11/2011
2/11/2011
2/11/2011
2/11/2011

R e nta l
Fe e
$ 2.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 2.00
$ 2.00
$ 2.50
$ 2.50
$ 3.50
$ 3.00
$ 2.00
$ 3.50
$ 3.50
$ 2.00
$ 3.50
$ 2.50
$ 2.00
$ 2.50
$ 3.50
$ 2.50
$ 3.50
$ 2.00
$ 2.50
$ 3.00
$ 3.50

Colle cte d Accrue d
La te Fe e s La te Fe e

$
$

$

$ 70.50 $

3.00
3.00
$

7.00

$
$

7.00
7.00

$

2.00

5.00

11.00 $

Employe e
T ota l
ID
$ 2.50
305
$ 3.50
305
$ 6.50
305
$ 6.50
305
$ 9.00
301
$ 2.00
302
$ 9.50
303
$ 9.50
304
$ 3.50
305
$ 8.00
302
$ 2.00
302
$ 3.50
302
$ 3.50
304
$ 2.00
304
$ 3.50
304
$ 2.50
304
$ 2.00
305
$ 2.50
305
$ 3.50
301
$ 2.50
301
$ 3.50
301
$ 2.00
303
$ 2.50
303
$ 5.00
304
$ 3.50
302

Pa yme nt
T ype
credit card
credit card
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
cash
check
cash
cash
cash
credit card
credit card
cash
cash
check
cash
credit card
credit card
credit card
cash
cash
check
credit card

23.00 $ 104.50

Table 5. Employee Information
Employee ID

Employee Name

Email

Phone

300

Rob Mason

rmason@video.com

336.559.5656

301

Pamela Anderson

panderson@hometheatres.com

336.456.4567

302

Sheree Todd

stodd@hometheatres.com

336.214.3698

303

Mike Thompson

mthompson@hometheatres.com

336.789.4563

304

Marie Saunders

maries@hometheatres.com

336.123.4567

305

Matt Saunders

matts@hometheatres.com

336.258.3698
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Figure 2. Home Theater Video Sample Movies
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Figure 2. Home Theater Video Sample Movies - continued
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